Team Organizational Chart

Subsystem 1: External Enclosure of LCD
  - Lead Engineer: Cortney Ross (ME)
  - Support: Kirk Marquard (ME)
  - Support: Amy Koster (ID)
  - Support: Rachel Lepkowski (ID)

Subsystem 2: Internal Enclosure of LCD
  - Lead Engineer: Cortney Ross (ME)
  - Support: Kirk Marquard (ME)
  - Support: Amy Koster (ID)
  - Support: Rachel Lepkowski (ID)

Subsystem 3: Graphical User Interface
  - Lead Engineer: Achilleas Trivizas (CE)
  - Support: Cortney Ross (ME)
  - Support: Rachel Lepkowski (ID)

Subsystem 4: Arm
  - Lead Engineer: Kirk Marquard (ME)
  - Support: Amy Koster (ID)

Subsystem 5: Computer Components
  - Lead Engineer: Achilleas Trivizas (CE)

Subsystem 6: Power Components
  - Lead Engineer: Achilleas Trivizas (CE)

Subsystem 7: Speaker
  - Lead Engineer: Kirk Marquard (ME)

Subsystem 8: Touchscreen
  - Lead Engineer: Achilleas Trivizas (CE)